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in the course of the interview, jackson was
asked to define what he thought of himself.
3jackson did often refer to himself as a
king, but with no regal trappings. he was
not even king of one specific kingdom, he
was a king without a country. he was a one-
man-band with the world at his feet. he
was not the king of pop, but the pop. he
was the pop, the pop, the pop, the pop.
theyres something about the way he says
the word pop, it sounds like he knows what
hes talking about. its as if he owns it. pop
pop pop. the pop. i thought i saw him write
a song called pop.
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thus far, the only information regarding the
film has come from jackson himself, who

always referred to it as the movie his fans
wanted to see. the film was first seen on

the short-lived television series, the fame,
the two-hour special airing in november
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1996. jackson also used the opportunity to
make his directorial debut, and the results
were a mixed bag: the film was received
with a lot of excitement but was criticised
for its average dance choreography, the

reliance on digital animation, and jackson
calling too many shots. while these

problems could have been avoided if
jackson had been more hands-on, he had
to be very careful not to interfere with the

creation of the film, and that kept him
away from the set. in the wake of the film,

jackson was mostly kept out of the
limelight, remaining mostly in seclusion as
he went through a difficult time in his life.
the films official release date was october
30, 1998, and its initial press screenings

were held at the end of the year, including
a screening at the venice film festival

where jackson sat front and centre as a
special guest. the film was then edited
down to the track lengths of a standard
music video, which were the first official
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home video releases of the short film, a
one-off cut featuring two dance numbers,
“is it scary” and “2 bad”. it was the idea of
mjj productions and jackson’s record label,
sony, to release a cleaned up version of the

film as a stand-alone music video; it was
the same idea as the 1995 dangerous and
the subsequent, and similarly criticised,
history in the mix collections. the video
was heavily promoted for its music with

ads for the album blood on the dance floor
which featured “ghosts”. a triple-disc

collection, with both the shorter and longer
versions of “ghosts”, was released in

conjunction with the album. in the uk, the
video was released as an a-side single to
promote the album, which did chart at
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